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used in a facetious manner.   He had a nice little garden,
too small and sandy for any real gardening but pleasant to
potter about in.  He would sometimes clip his hedge in front
and mow an infinitesimal lawn with a miniature mowing
machine.  He read less and less.   He found even detective
stories difficult to follow.   He tried to find what is called a
"hobby",  but  this was  difficult.    He  affectfd  amateur
carpentry and bought a ready-made workshop, Villa Size
No. 3;   he christened this the Glory Hole, and thither he
would retire for mysterious activities.   He found fretwork
attractive and he made a triple hanging bookshelf whose only
faults were that it seemed to have no centre of gravity and there
were no books in the house to put on it. It hung in his bed-
room. He liked to look at it. He was, he admitted, never very
good with his hands.
Both he and Mrs Tewler were fond of cats.   The black
cat from Torrington Square lived for eleven years and was
supplemented and then succeeded by a number of other
mitigated Toms.   Edward Albert devoted himself to golf.
His astigmatism was diagnosed for the first time by a fellow
player who offered useful advice to him, and he went to an
oculist and got a pair of spectacles that greatly improved his
game.  His drives never went far enough because he had a
subconscious dread of going too far, but his putting was slow,
careful and fairly good. Like most of his neighbours he was a
sincere but not extravagant Christian, that is to say he believed
no end and never went to church if he could help it.   Mrs
Tewler never went to church or expressed any pious or
impious sentiment. Faith for her had proved a disappointment
too deep for words. The church of Casing, the only one within
a Sabbath day's journey, was reputed to be " high ", not
quite the flavour for Morningside Prospect, and there was a
little parson who aroused suspicion by trotting about the
churchyard and vicarage shyly but importantly in a biretta and
soutane when any reasonable creature would be wearing
thin flannel.   At times Edward Albert was still aware that
away beyond the limits of Morningside Prospect, ideers were
buzzing and booming, but a mere whisper of **Bawls"

